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By AMIRAH KEAT ON

French fashion house Chanel is initiating conversations on good reads.

This time around, two separate series drops star writers Alain Mabanckou and Ken Bugul, held in Senegal on the
occasion of Chanel's latest Mtiers d'art showcase. By way of a list of questions such as "What book do you associate
with your childhood?" and "What type of reader are you?", the brand's presentation reveals intimate connections
between the artist's  inner workings and their outer worlds.

Literary agents
With "Les Rendez-vous littraires rue Cambon", the brand is continuing the Dakar dialogue, one that began last year
with the company's 2022/23 collection and on-location showcase (see story).

Both Ms. Bugul and Mr. Mabanckou open up about the connection between the character developments to be found
amid the pages of novels consumed and their own identities, as well as the lessons picked up from their plots,
offering musings in French.

In the Library with Ken Bugul of the Chanel and Literature series

"As soon as I had access to books, as soon as I knew how to read, I read everything," Ms. Bugul said.

She explains how her first-ever read, "La mare au diable" by George Sand, shaped her personality.

Dostoevski's and Tolsto's characters also felt deeply personal to Ms. Bugul. Both figures would go on to influence
her writing work.

In a separate video, Mr. Mabanckou explains that his relationship with reading hails from a deep reverence for the
literary habits of his father, which eventually transformed into a shared passion.

In the Library with Alain Mabanckou of the Chanel and Literature series

An online bibliography, complete with full references for all books mentioned, ensures viewers are able to dive
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deeper into the literature mentioned.

Albert Cohen's "Le livre de ma mre," or "Book of My Mother," and Camara Laye's "L'Enfant noir," or The Dark Child,
are among Mr. Mabanckou's selection of recommendations.

Brand bookmarks
The art of reading has long served as one of luxury's failsafe themes Chanel itself is  no stranger to the book
medium, having published another issue-centric campaign iteration in September of last year.

T itled "The Tweed Issue," the Chanel Makeup presentation in campaign video form featured the "Les 4 Ombres
Tweed Pourpre" palette, inspired by the House's favored woolen looks. Stop-motion video effects meet the spot's
vintage aesthetic, chock-full of creative treatments reminiscent of the era in which tweed rose to widespread
popularity.

 

View this post on Instagram

 

A post shared by @chanelofficial

A model first reads aloud from books with tweed covers before Chanel's creative treatment opts for engaging visual
effects, as a branded magazine with live movement on its pages appears front and center the mini-spot (see story).

For its Capucine handbags, French fashion house Louis Vuitton also debuted a campaign last year that prioritized the
practice. Therein, Ethiopian model Liya Kebede and her daughter wander the streets of Paris, Capucine handbags in
tow (see story)

With the added context of Chanel's enduring commitment to the arts, its  latest execution checks out.
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